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sdx15/Shutterstock.com Android can be confusing. There are a lot of different versions, and many of them are still running on devices today. Keeping up with the latest version can be a challenge, but fret not—we have you covered. Major Android versions are generally released once per year (though it wasn’t always like this), with monthly security
updates released in between. Occasionally, Google also releases point updates (.1, .2, etc.), though those generally come without regularity. Oftentimes, more significant updates that aren’t quite as significant as full version releases warrant a point update—like the update from Android 8.0 to Android 8.1, for example. Alongside every version of
Android is a code name, which many people use instead of the version number. Each one is named after a dessert or some other form of confection, which is more for fun than anything else. RELATED: Fragmentation Isn’t Android's Fault, It’s the Manufacturers' A Brief Android Version History We thought it fitting to give a brief rundown of each
Android version on the accompanying code name and release date. You know, for completeness. Android 1.5, Cupcake: April 27, 2009 Android 1.6, Donut: September 15, 2009 Android 2.0-2.1, Eclair: October 26, 2009 (initial release) Android 2.2-2.2.3, Froyo: May 20, 2010 (initial release) Android 2.3-2.3.7, Gingerbread: December 6, 2010 (initial
release) Android 3.0-3.2.6, Honeycomb: February 22, 2011 (initial release) Android 4.0-4.0.4, Ice Cream Sandwich: October 18, 2011 (initial release) Android 4.1-4.3.1, Jelly Bean: July 9, 2012 (initial release) Android 4.4-4.4.4, KitKat: October 31, 2013 (initial release) Android 5.0-5.1.1, Lollipop: November 12, 2014 (initial release) Android 6.0-6.0.1,
Marshmallow: October 5, 2015 (initial release) Android 7.0-7.1.2, Nougat: August 22, 2016 (initial release) Android 8.0-8.1, Oreo: August 21, 2017 (initial release) Android 9.0, Pie: August 6, 2018 Android 10.0: September 3, 2019 Android 11.0: September 8, 2020 Android 12.0: October 19, 2021 As you can see, the update system was without any sort
of regularity early on, but the Ice Cream Sandwich era started the yearly OS version update schedule. A few other fun notes: Honeycomb was the only tablet-specific version of Android, and it ran alongside the Gingerbread build for phones. The separate phone and tablet OSes were then combined starting with Ice Cream Sandwich. Ice Cream
Sandwich was arguably the most dramatic update to Android to date. It not only combined the tablet and phone versions of the OS, but completely overhauled the look and feel of the system. Google initially released developer-focused Nexus devices to highlight each Android version’s power. This eventually evolved into the consumer-focused Pixel
device line we have today. Android KitKat marked the first time Google teamed up with a commercial manufacturer for an Android release. They did it again for Android Oreo. The Latest Version of Android is 12.0 The initial version of Android 12.0 was released on October 19, 2021, on Google’s Pixel smartphones. It is also arriving on Samsung
Galaxy, OnePlus, Oppo, Realme, Tecno, Vivo, Xiaomi, and other devices later this year. Unlike early versions of Android, this version doesn’t have a cute dessert name—or any other type of name beyond the version number. It’s just “Android 12.” Google still plans to use dessert names internally for development builds. For example, Android 12 was
code-named “Snow Cone.” As with Android 11 before it, Android 12 includes a number of new user-facing changes and features. Most prominent is a new design language called Material You, redesigned widgets, a Privacy dashboard, and more. How to Check Your Version of Android Here’s the fun part about Android: how you find out even the
simplest information varies depending not only on what version of Android your phone is running, but also on who manufactured the device. But we’ll keep it as simple as possible here. Go ahead and open your phone’s setting menu by pulling down the notification shade (once or twice, depending on the manufacturer) and then tapping the gear icon.
From there, scroll to the very bottom of the menu and tap the “About Phone” entry (it may also read “About Device”). If your phone doesn’t have this option, it’s probably running Oreo, which received a pretty dramatic Settings overhaul. In that case, look for the “System” option. There should be an entry for Android Version—again, depending on the
device and Android version, it may be different. On Oreo, you can find the version info under the “System Update” section. How to Update to the Latest Version of Android The short answer is also an unfortunate one: you might not be able to. Android updates are first handled by the manufacturer of your phone—so Samsung is responsible for its
updates, LG handles updating its phone, and so on. The only updates handled by Google itself are for Pixel and Nexus devices. RELATED: Why Your Android Phone Isn't Getting Operating System Updates and What You Can Do About It To see if there’s an update available for your device, head into Settings > System > System Update (or similar).
Again, this may be in a different place depending on your phone—Samsung puts the System Updates option in the root of the Settings menu (Settings > Software Update > Download and Install), for example. Tapping this option will check for an update on the device, but there’s a good chance it won’t find anything. As soon as an update is available
for your phone, it generally notifies you of that fact and prompts you to download and install it right then. The only surefire way to make sure you’ll get the latest version of Android is to buy from the Pixel line. Google updates these phones directly, and they’re generally up to date with the latest major version and security patches. Best Android Phone
Overall Best Mid-Range Android Phone Best Premium Android Phone Best Android Gaming Phone A limited version of one program that enables you to run another program. To run a program written in Visual Basic, for example, you need the runtime version of Visual Basic. This allows you to run Visual Basic programs but not to develop them
yourself. Many other development applications, particularly database applications, require a runtime version to execute. Software companies have different approaches to runtime versions. Some allow you to distribute the runtime version freely, while others require that you pay a license fee. Microsoft will make at least four different versions of
Windows 8 for devices with ARM processors, but you won’t be running older Windows apps on any of them, according to an Intel executive. Renee James, Intel’s senior vice president and general manager of Software and Services Group, also reaffirmed that Windows running on ARM devices will be focused on tablets and other mobile devices,
according to Bloomberg. If you thought Microsoft produced too many versions of Windows 7 or Vista, it sounds like you haven’t seen anything yet. It’s too early to know for sure how Microsoft will package Windows 8, but it’s unlikely the company will give up on offering six different of its trademark OS as it has with both Windows 7 and Vista. Add to

that version mix four variations for ARM tablets and possibly netbooks, and you’ve got a recipe for confusion for the non-techie consumer. Since ARM’s architecture is different from Windows’ x86 roots with Intel, it’s not surprising that legacy apps wouldn’t be available on the new devices. But legacy issues are usually a bigger problem for businesses
than home users. So unless you’re hoping to run Microsoft Word 2007 on an ARM-based netbook, you may not have to worry too much. Enterprises, on the other hand, may be less likely to use an ARM-based version of Windows if they have custom-designed legacy software; however, it’s also possible third parties would come up with a legacy
emulator for ARM devices if Microsoft doesn’t. James said Intel isn’t worried about competing against another chip design in the Windows universe — basically Intel’s exclusive turf for the past 20 years. Intel’s x86 architecture will support both new and old Windows programs on Windows 8, and run on everything from Windows-based mobile devices
to televisions and PCs, according to the Register. Intel also knows it can’t depend on Microsoft and the PC to guarantee the chipmaker’s future. Intel chief executive Otellini recently said his company had overhauled its roadmap to meet the growing demand for mobile devices such as tablets and smartphones. Despite the popularity of its Atom chips
for netbooks, Intel’s current processors are considered too power hungry to guarantee the long battery life that newer mobile devices require. ARM processor designs, on the other hand, are being used on a variety of mobile devices such as Apple’s iPad and iPhone as well as numerous Android devices. It’s not clear what Microsoft has in store for
Windows 8, but current rumors suggest Windows 8 for mobile devices will include an interface based on elements of Windows Phone 7’s Metro UI. Microsoft in April demoed an early version of Internet Explorer 10 running on an ARM device. Connect with Ian Paul ( @ianpaul ) and Today@PCWorld on Twitter for the latest tech news and analysis.
Updated: 08/02/2020 by Computer Hope Software versioning is a way to categorize the unique states of computer software as it is developed and released. The version identifier is usually a word, a number, or both. For example, version 1.0 is commonly used to denote the initial release of a program. There is no industry standard for how a version
number should be formatted. For this reason, each computer company has their own unique methods of assigning version numbers. For instance, the Linux kernel developers use odd minor version numbers for development releases (which might not be stable for production, but are available for testing by the community). The developers often utilize
minor version numbers for stable releases. With Apple computers and the release of OS X, all version numbers start with 10 (Roman numeral X stands for 10), and then a major version number, which increments by 1. So, the major versions of OS X are numbered 10.1, 10.2, etc. When versions are identified numerically, the numbers are assigned in
increasing order. They usually take the form x.y.z, where "x" represents the major version, "y" represents the minor version, and "z" represents the number of the revision. For instance, version 1.3.22 would be major version 1, minor version 3, revision 22. A major version number is incremented when there is a significant code change that might be
incompatible with previous versions, such as a fundamental change of framework. A minor version number is incremented when significant bug fixes are implemented, or a new feature is added. A revision number is incremented when minor bug fixes are implemented. "If at first you don't succeed, call it version 1.0." -Unknown developer Determining
the version of software Windows programs Click Help in the menu bar at the top of the program, and then About. Tip If you don't see the File, Edit, View menu at the top of the screen try pressing Alt. Microsoft Windows macOS How to determine the version of macOS on a computer. Linux and Unix Use the uname -a command. Tip You can see the
version of most Linux commands by typing -v, where is the name of the command you want to know the version. Microsoft DOS MS-DOS users can determine their version with the ver command. Computer games Computer games usually display the version in one of the four corners of the main window after they load. Why are there different versions
of software? When new features are introduced, bugs are fixed, or security holes are patched, the version number is increased to indicate the installed software includes those improvements. Version numbering is especially important in corporate settings, where products and services may rely upon features specific to a certain version of the
software. Computer abbreviations, Patch, Point release, Release, Revision control, Rollback, Software build, Software terms, Trunk, Update
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